ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS

The Multiple Fracturing Pump ControlTM safely
launches multiple applications and automates the
process for monitoring and controlling Real-Time
(RT) targets.
On a well fracturing job site there are many different hazards
that an operator has to monitor while maintaining the correct
volume and pressure to ensure proper fracturing of the reservoir. Achieving this objective is important for energy companies, but they must ensure the process can be automated and
done safely: protecting their employees and the environment.
The Multiple Fracturing Pump Control (MFPC), from Data
Science Automation, gives clients the ability to control multiple pumps from a single computer using previously designed
code written to control one pump at a time.

Features & Benefits
 Automated process control
 Remotely control multiple pumps
from single system
 Increased safety for operators
 Reduces the number of operators
 Automatically set individual flowrate and pressure control
 Full consumption savings
 Predictive diagnostics
 Multiple kill switch location
points

We are Automating and Educating the World’s Leading Companies.

How Our Platform Works.
Data Science Automation’s Multiple Fracturing Pump Control
(MFPC) was designed using
National Instrument’sTM (NI) LabVIEWTM as a single-point control
system that can be customized to
give clients precise, remote control
over an entire frac spread. The
solution platform allows end-users
to control various functions of the
equipment, and communicates
with all devices regardless of
manufacture or age of the equipment.
The MFPC application makes it
easier for the operator to control
multiple pumps from a single
location. This enables the enduser to be at a safer distance from
the high-pressure piping. The
traditional method for controlling
pumps is for the operator to stand

next to the pump and use levers
and controls to adjust the pump
output.

the wellhead and the pumps they
are controlling on the “missile”
(pump manifold).

Alarm notifications give the operator the ability to solve problems
with the engine, transmission,
or the pump in a safe and timely
manner. The MFPC platform allows for more than one controller
to be online at a time. Each pump
control application allows the
operator to select a color for the
group of pumps under their con-

The operator also has the ability
to set the maximum pressure allowed for each frac pump greatly
reducing the risk of over pressurized accidents. Additionally,
the algorithm used in the MFPC
platform has the ability to adapt to
your operating profiles and predict
the next set of pressure readings
to determine if the pressure might

trol. The pumps are then locked
out and other MFPC operators are
not allowed to connect to those
pumps until they are released
from control and disconnected.

exceed the set limit. This feature
helps the crew avoid bursting the
pipes and avoid injury. Selecting
DSAs MFPC is the best choice for
automatically configuring the correct parameters for the operation
of your pumps and providing the
feedback needed to remotely monitor and control your operation.

Using a well setup screen, the
operator can customize the well
layout including the direction of

Increasing productivity while reducing total cost of ownership is just
a phone call away. Data Science Automation is a premier automation
systems integrator with the technical expertise and experience to design,
control, test, and adapt a solution that fits your needs today, tomorrow,
and in the future. To learn more visit www.DSAutomation.com or call
now and close the loop 724.942.6330.
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